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Abstract
The derivation length function of a 4nite term rewriting system terminating via a Knuth–Bendix
order is shown to be bounded by the Ackermann function applied to a single exponential function.
This result is essentially optimal as there are rewrite systems with such derivation lengths. In a
second part the order types of Knuth–Bendix orders over 4nite signatures are classi4ed within
the ordinals up to !!. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The derivation length function or complexity of a terminating 4nite-term rewriting
system (TRS) maps each natural number n to the length of a longest possible rewrite
sequence starting with a term of depth bounded by n. This is a natural measure for
the worst-case behaviour of the TRS. Of particular interest is the connection between
derivation lengths and termination orders, most notably simpli4cation orders. Amongst
the multitude of such orders are the multiset path order (MPO), the lexicographic path
order (LPO), and the Knuth–Bendix order (KBO).
If termination of a TRS is provable by MPO, this implies, according to Hofbauer
[8], a primitive recursive complexity bound. Termination via LPO yields a multiple
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recursive complexity bound, see [1, 3, 19]. Both results are essentially optimal. Weier-
mann [18] showed that the complexity of any TRS terminating via a simpli4cation
order is eventually dominated by the Hardy function whose index is the so-called
small Veblen ordinal. This result too is essentially optimal, cf. [12]. In the case of ter-
mination via KBO the exact complexity bounds remained unknown. Let us call a KBO
whose weight function takes only values in N an NKBO. Hofbauer [7] established a
4-recursive upper bound for termination via NKBO, and as a lower bound Hofbauer
and Lautemann [9] constructed a rewrite system terminating via NKBO whose com-
plexity behaves like Ack(n; 0), Ack being the (2-recursive) Ackermann function. For
any a∈N, a minor extension of this TRS leads to a TRS terminating via NKBO whose
complexity grows faster than Ack(an; 0). We show that functions from Ack(2O(n); 0)
serve as upper complexity bounds for termination via KBO. Obviously, this result is
essentially optimal, even for termination via NKBO.
One way of measuring the strength of a simpli4cation order is to calculate its order
type. In general, the larger the order type the more rewrite relations are contained
in the order, that is, the more TRSs can be shown to terminate via this order. Not
much is known about the order types of KBOs. For monadic signatures, Touzet [15]
classi4es the order types of NKBOs and shows that !! is the maximal occurring
ordinal. Cichon [4] (implicitly) proposed that the complexity of a rewrite system for
which termination is provable using a termination order is eventually dominated by
a function from the slow growing hierarchy whose index is determined by the order
type of the termination order. This is sometimes referred to as Cichon’s principle.
Though Touzet [15, 16] showed this principle is not valid for arbitrary simpli4cation
orders, it does hold for MPO and LPO. For our complexity bound on KBO the principle
suggests order types of at least ’(!; 0), where ’ is the Veblen [17] function. However,
we present a classi4cation of the order types of KBOs showing that the maximal order
type is !! – far below ’(!; 0). Thus Cichon’s principle does in general not hold for
KBO.
The text is organised as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the basic concepts and
give an alternative de4nition of KBO. Section 3 contains the results on order types,
and Section 4 is concerned with derivation lengths. The parts of the paper treating
order types and the ones treating derivation lengths (and fast growing functions) are
independent.
2. Preliminaries
The positive natural numbers are N+, the positive reals are R+, and R+0 denotes the
non-negative real numbers. With card(W ) we abbreviate the cardinality of the set W .
Natural numbers are denoted by small Latin letters from a to d and from j to n, while
, , and  are reserved for real numbers. For terms we use s, t, and u, for variables
x, y, and z, and letters from e to i stand for function symbols.
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2.1. Orders and order types
We assume very basic knowledge of ordinal theory. For the sake of historical com-
pleteness we will mention ordinals in Sch3utte [14] style in Theorem 7, but !! is the
largest ordinal occurring in the remaining text.
A (strict) partial order on a set P is a transitive and irreLexive binary relation  on
P. Such a  is well-founded (or Noetherian) if there is no in4nite descending chain
p1p2 : : : of elements of P. In this case we can associate to each p∈P an ordinal,
called its order type and denoted by otype(p), via
otype(p) := sup{otype(q) + 1 : q ∈ P ∧ p  q}:
The order type of , denoted otype(), is the supremum of the otype(p) + 1 with
p∈P. For two partial orders  and ′ on P and P′, respectively, a mapping o:P→P′
embeds  into ′ if p q implies o(p)′ o(q) for all p; q∈P.
Lemma 1. If both  and ′ are well founded and if  can be embedded into ′;
then otype()6otype(′).
Proof. Induction on otype(p) shows otype(p)6otype′(o(p)).
With Q we denote the restriction of  to Q⊆P, which is de4ned by
p Q q ⇔ p; q ∈ Q ∧ p  q:
We have otype(Q)6otype() since the identity function on Q embeds Q into .
The set containing the 4nite sequences of natural numbers is called N∗, and |p|
is the length of p∈N∗. If ¿nlex denotes the (left) lexicographic order on the 4nite
sequences of length n, then we can de4ne the lexicographic order ¿∗lex on N∗ by
p ¿∗lex q : ⇔ |p|¿ |q| ∨ (|p| = |q| ∧ p ¿
|p|
lex q):
It is well known that ¿∗lex is a well-founded partial order with otype(¿
∗
lex)=!
!.
2.2. Fast growing functions
For G:N→N we de4ne the iteration Gn(m) by G0(m) :=m and Gn+1(m) :=
G(Gn(m)). The branches Ackn:N→N of the Ackermann function are generated by
Ack0(m) := m+ 1 and Ackn+1(m) := Ack
m+1
n (1):
Putting Ack(n; m) :=Ackn(m) we get the usual binary Ackermann function. It is well
known that Ack is monotone in both variables and 2-recursive. Though the Ackn are
primitive recursive, Ack is not, see [13].
Of similar growth rate are the fast growing functions Fn:N→N de4ned by
F0(m) := 3m+1 and Fn+1(m) := Fm+1n (m):
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Lemma 2. (1) Each Fn is primitive recursive; monotone and has the subterm property;
i.e.; Fn(m)¿m.
(2) Fn(0) = 3; Fn+1(m+ 1)¿Fn(m+ 1); and Fan(m)¿a.
(3) Fn(m+ 1)¿Ackn(m) and Ackn+3(3m)¿Fn(m).
(4) If a¿2; then Fan+1(m)¿F
a2
n (m).
(5) Fa+1n (m)¿a ·Fan(m)
(6) If a¿3; then Fa−1n+1 (m)¿F
a+1
n (m).
Proof. The proofs for (1) and (2) are standard and therefore left out. For m¿0 we
show Fn(m)¿Ackn(m) by induction on n. The interesting part here is the induction
step:
Fn+1(m) = Fm+1n (m)¿F
m+1
n (1) ¿ Ack
m+1
n (1) = Ackn+1(m):
From this the 4rst half of (3) follows. By inductions we can show Ack1(m)=m+ 2;
Ack2(m)= 2m+3, and Ack3(m)¿2m+2¿3m. Building on this, the second half of (3)
is shown by induction on n. To start with, we see
Ack3(3m) ¿ 23m+2 = 4 · 8m ¿ 3 · 3m = F0(m):
In the induction step we 4rst treat the case m=0. Here we have Ackn+4(0)¿Ack3(0)=
5¿3=Fn+1(0). For the case m¿0 we present two auxiliary results. A direct con-
sequence of monotonicity is the property Ackm−1n+3 (1)¿m. The induction hypothesis
implies
Ack2n+3(l)¿Ackn+3(Ack3(l)) ¿ Ackn+3(3l) ¿ Fn(l)
for l∈N, hence for all k¿0 we have Ack2kn+3(l)¿Fkn (l). A combination of these results
yields
Ackn+4(3m) = Ack
3m+1
n+3 (1) = Ack
2(m+1)
n+3 (Ack
m−1
n+3 (1))
¿Ack2(m+1)n+3 (m) ¿ F
m+1
n (m) = Fn+1(m):
We show (4) by induction on a¿2. If a=2, then the we may rely on (1) and
Fn+1(m)¿3, and for the induction step we have
Fa+1n+1(m) ¿ F
Fa
2
n (m)+1
n (Fa
2
n (m))¿F
2a+1
n (F
a2
n (m));
by the induction hypothesis and Fa
2
n (m)¿a
2¿2a. To prove (5) we recall 3b¿b2 holds
for all b∈N. This yields
Fa+1n (m) = Fn(F
a
n(m)) ¿ 3
Fan(m) ¿ Fan(m) · Fan(m)¿a · Fan(m):
Finally, (6) is established by
Fa−1n+1 (m) = F
2
n+1(F
a−3
n+1 (m)) ¿ F
4
n(F
a−3
n (m)) = F
a+1
n (m);
which follows from (4).
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2.3. Term rewriting
We assume some basic knowledge of term rewriting theory, which can be found,
for example, in the book of Baader and Nipkow [2].
Let " be a ;nite signature where each symbol has unique arity. The set of symbols
in " having arity n (¿n;6n resp.) is denoted by "(n) ("(¿n); "(6n) resp.). To avoid
trivialities we demand ∅ ="(0) = ". Ar(") is the largest n such that "(n) = ∅. The set
of terms over " and the countably in4nite set of variables V is denoted by T ("; V ),
and Var(s) comprises the variables occurring in s. Any term containing no variables
is closed (or ground), and T (") is the set of closed terms. A substitution is a map-
ping %:V →T ("). Note that our substitutions are the closed substitutions of [2]. We
can extend % to a mapping from T ("; V ) to T (") by the usual homomorphism and
abbreviate %(s) by %s. The symbol or variable u occurs |s|u times in the term s, and
|s|, the size of s, is the sum of all |s|u. With dp(s) we denote the depth of s de4ned
by dp(x) := 1 if x∈V and
dp(f(s1; : : : ; sm) := 1 + max{dp(sj) : 16j6m}:
Size and depth are related via
∀s ∈ T ("; V ) dp(s)6|s|6(Ar(") + 1)dp(s): (1)
The root symbol of a term s is denoted by root(s), so we have root(x)= x and
root(f(: : :)) = f.
A term rewriting system (TRS) is a ;nite set of rewrite rules (l; r). The rewrite
relation induced by a TRS R is denoted by →R , its transitive and reLexive closure is∗→R. If →R is Noetherian, then we say that R terminates. The worst-case behaviour
of a terminating rewrite system is measured by the derivation length function or com-
plexity DlR:N→N. First one de4nes dlR:T (")→N by s → max{dlR(t)+1 : s →R t}.
This is well-de4ned since the 4niteness of R implies →R is 4nitely branching. Now,
we put
DlR(n) := max{dlR(s) : s ∈ T (") ∧ dp(s)6n}:
An alternative measure is the size complexity DcR:N→N, given by
DcR(n) := max{dlR(s) : s ∈ T (") ∧ |s|6n}:
Following (1), for all n∈N we have
DcR(n)6DlR(n)6DcR((Ar(") + 1)n): (2)
If " = "(61), then DlR and DcR coincide.
For I:T (")→N and R a TRS over " we say that
• I has the subterm property if I(f(: : : ; s; : : :))¿I(s) for all s∈T (") and all
f∈"(¿1),
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• I normalises R if we have I(%l)¿I(%r) for all substitutions % and all (l; r)∈R,
• I is an interpretation for R if s →R t implies I(s)¿I(t) for all s; t ∈T (").
Lemma 3. If I is an interpretation for R; then R terminates; and dlR(s)6I(s)
holds for all s∈T (").
2.4. Knuth–Bendix orders
We are going to de4ne Knuth–Bendix orders, which were introduced in [10] (in a
slightly restricted form) and have been widely used since. Our exposition follows [2].
A partial order on a signature is called a precedence. The signature " is equipped
with a precedence . Let (:"∪V →R+0 and ∈R+ satisfy
• for all e∈"(0) we have ((e)¿,
• for all x∈V we have ((x)= ,
• if f∈"(1) and ((f)= 0, then f g holds for all g∈"\{f}.
So there is at most one f∈"(1) with ((f)= 0. Such a symbol is called special, and
we will soon see it indeed deserves a special treatment. By convention, if there is a
special symbol in ", then it is the symbol i. Via abuse of notation, ( generates a
weight function (:T ("; V )→R+ using the homomorphism
((g(s1; : : : ; sn)) := ((g) +
n∑
j=1
((sj):
An important property of the weight function is
((s) =  · ∑
x∈V
|s|x +
∑
g∈"
((g) · |s|g: (3)
Denition 4. The Knuth–Bendix order (KBO) kbo (based on ";  and () of T ("; V )
is de4ned by: s kbo t if for all x∈V we have |s|x¿|t|x and
(1) ((s)¿((t) or
(2) ((s)= ((t) and
(a) s= ia(x) with special i, t= x for some a¿0, and x∈V , or
(b) s=f(s1; : : : ; sn); t = g(t1; : : : ; tm), and f g, or
(c) s=f(s1; : : : ; sn); t=f(t1; : : : ; tn), and (s1; : : : ; sn) lexkbo (t1; : : : ; tn).
Each KBO is a simpli4cation order, hence it is well founded (see, for example, [2]).
If ′ is a precedence extending , then the KBO based on ′ extends the KBO based
on . For any substitution % we can infer %s kbo %t from s kbo t.
If the weight ( on which a certain KBO is based takes only values in N, we speak
of an NKBO. Any KBO whose weight takes only values in the rationals is an NKBO,
because for ∈R+ the KBO based on a weight ( and the KBO based on the weight
 · ( coincide.
There are KBOs which are not equivalent to any NKBO: Let " contain the constant
c and the unary symbols f and g. For the KBO kbo based on the empty precedence,
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((c) := ((f) := 1, and
((g) := 1:010010001000010000010 : : : 01 0 : : : 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
1 0 : : : 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
n+1
10 : : :
we get f2(c)kbo g1(c)kbo f1(c), f11(c)kbo g10(c)kbo f10(c), f102(c)kbo g100
(c)kbo f101(c), f1011(c)kbo g1000(c)kbo f1010(c), and so on. Note that we have
inf{((s) − ((t)¿0 : s; t ∈T ("; V )}=0. No NKBO is able to make such 4ne distinc-
tions.
From now on, signatures will be tacitly equipped with precedence and weight. A
TRS R is said to terminate via KBO if there is a KBO kbo such that l kbo r holds
for all rewrite rules (l; r)∈R. Of course, termination via KBO implies termination. It
is decidable whether a TRS terminates via NKBO, cf. [6], but apparently it is unknown
whether termination via KBO implies termination via NKBO.
For a smoother presentation of the main results we introduce an equivalent refor-
mulation of KBO. We abbreviate s= ia(s′) ∧ root(s′) = i by s≡ ias′ and let kbo2 be
de4ned like kbo in De4nition 4, but replacing (2) by
(2′) ((s)= ((t); s≡ ias′, and t≡ ibt′ with special i, and
• a¿b or
• a= b; s′=f(s1; : : : ; sn); t′= g(t1; : : : ; tm); and
(a) f g, or
(b) f= g and (s1; : : : ; sn) lexkbo2 (t1; : : : ; tn).
Note that the formulation is valid even if " contains no special symbol, since then
u≡ i0u holds for all terms u.
Lemma 5. The orders kbo and kbo2 coincide.
Proof. First of all, if i∈", then
kb∈ {kbo;kbo2} ⇒ (s kb t ⇔ i(s) kb i(t)): (∗)
We show the equivalence of s kbo t and s kbo2 t by induction on dp(s)+dp(t). In the
interesting case we have ((s)= ((t). If s kbo t holds, then s kbo2 t follows easily,
partly relying on (∗). On the other hand, s kbo2 t implies s≡ ias′; t≡ ibt′ and a¿b.
If a=0 or b¿0, then the induction hypothesis and (∗) imply s kbo t. So it remains
to treat the case a¿b=0. If t′= x∈V , then, due to the variable condition |s′|x¿|t′|x
and weight considerations, we get s′= x and may conclude s kbo t. Otherwise, we
have root(s)= i root(t). This too implies s kbo t.
We will use kbo2 without further mention whenever we compare terms using a
KBO.
In order to approach KBOs with number-theoretic functions we have to replace
the R+-valued weight function by an equivalent function into N+. This takes some
eNort.
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Lemma 6. For each weight ( there is a mapping +:T ("; V )→N+ satisfying
((s) ¿ ((t) ⇔ +(s) ¿ +(t):
We can choose + in such a way that there is an a∈N with +(s)¡adp(s) for all
s∈T ("; V ).
Proof. Note that, if ( takes only values in N, we may put + := (. In this case, for
any a¿Ar(") satisfying ∀f∈"(a¿((f)), we can show +(s)¡adp(s) by induction on
s∈T ("; V ).
In the general case things are more involved. Our aim is to show
+(s) := card({((t) : ((t) ¡ ((s)}) + 1
is well de4ned and has the desired properties. We may assume that the non-special
symbols of " are f1; : : : ; fk . Each t ∈T ("; V ) is associated with a sequence p(t) of
length k + 1 via
p(t) :=
〈∑
x∈V
|t|x; |t|f1 ; : : : ; |t|fk
〉
:
From (3) we can infer that p(t)=p(t′) implies ((t)= ((t′). This observation can be
used to impose a limit on the weights which terms of bounded size can take. For
arbitrary m we introduce Tm := {((t) : |t|¡m} and get
card(Tm)6 card({p(t) : |t|¡ m})
6 card({〈a0; : : : ; ak〉 : a0; : : : ; ak ¡ m})6mk+1:
In a next step we put
W := {((u) ¿ 0 : u ∈ " ∪ V};  := min W; and  := max W:
Let us 4x some s∈T ("; V ). A close look at (1) and (3) shows
((s)6 · |s|6 · bdp(s) ()
for b :=Ar(") + 1. Let some t ∈T ("; V ) with ((t)¡((s) be given. As we are only
interested in the weight of t, we may safely assume t contains no special symbol.
Hence t consists of symbols from "(¿2) and elements of X :=V ∪ ("(61)\{i}). Due
to the weight conditions for KBOs, any occurrence in t of an element of X contributes
at least  to ((t), and because symbols from "(¿2) occur less often in t than elements
of X , we get 12|t|6((t) using (3). Hence () implies |t|¡cdp(s) for any c¿2=−1b,
and this yields
card({((t) : ((t) ¡ ((s)})6card(Tcdp(s) )6(cdp(s))k+1 = (ck+1)dp(s):
Thus + is well de4ned and has the announced growth bound. Obviously ((s)¿((t) iN
+(s)¿+(t).
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3. Classifying the order types of KBOs
In this section we develop a classi4cation of the order types of KBOs. For various
reasons the literature concerned with order types of termination orders focuses on the
order types of the orders restricted to closed terms. We will join in this, but since our
classi4cation is extendable to the unrestricted orders we will present this result as well.
Let us exploit the literature 4rst. The large ordinals which occur here are in Sch3utte
[14] style.
Theorem 7. Let kbo be an NKBO and put . := otype(kboT (")).
(1) If "="(61) and "(1) contains a special symbol and at least one more symbol;
then .=!!.
(2) .6 O/(03 ·!; 0)
Proof. Touzet [15, 5.2.20 and 4.2.23] shows (1) and .6 O/(0Ar(")+1 ·!; 0).
According to Hofbauer [7, 5.7], there is an NKBO 1kbo over a signature 1 with
Ar(1)= 2 such that kboT (") can be embedded into 1kboT (1).
Lemma 8. If kbo is a KBO over " and "(¿1) contains a special symbol and at least
one more symbol; then otype(kboT ("))¿!!.
Proof. Let the signature 1 consist of the special i, the constant e and the unary symbol
g with (1(e) := (1(g) := 1 and i g e. By 1kbo we denote the associated NKBO.
It satis4es otype(1kboT (1))=!! by Theorem 7(1). Hence it is suPcient to construct
a mapping o which embeds 1kboT (1) into kboT ("). By the premise " contains a
constant e′ and a (k + 1)-ary symbol f = i. We put o(e) := e′, o(i(s)) := i(o(s)), and
o(g(s)) :=f(o(s); e′; : : : ; e′). An induction on s∈T (1) shows ("(o(s))=  · ((1(s)−1)
+ ("(e′), with  := ("(f) + k · ("(e′). The weight conditions for KBOs imply ¿0,
hence, concerning weights, o is order preserving. Next, we observe that s≡ ias′ leads
to o(s)≡ iao(s′). By induction on dp(s)+dp(t) we can show s 1kbo t implies o(s) kbo
o(t).
There is a low upper bound on the order types of KBOs.
Lemma 9. If kbo is a KBO over "; then otype(kboT ("))6!!.
Proof. Because otype(¿∗lex)=!
! it suPces to 4nd an o:T (")→N∗ which embeds
kboT (") into ¿∗lex. We may suppose "= {f1; : : : ; fm; i} and fm · · · f1. Take the
function + from Lemma 6 and put b := max{Ar("); 3} + 1. We recursively de4ne o
for s= iafj(s1; : : : ; sn) by
o(s) := 〈+(s); a; j〉 ∗ o(s1) ∗ · · · ∗ o(sn) ∗ q;
where ∗ denotes concatenation and q is a (non-empty) sequence of zeros of such a
length that |o(s)|= b+(s)+1 holds. An induction on dp(s) shows o(s) is well-de4ned:
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For the p∈N∗ with o(s)=p ∗ q we get
|p| = 3 +
n∑
k=1
|o(sk)| = 3 +
n∑
k=1
b+(sk )+163 + n · b+(s) ¡ b+(s)+1:
Thus ((s)¿((t) yields o(s) ¿∗lex o(t), while ((s)= ((t) implies |o(s)|= |o(t)|. Before
we can establish that o is an embedding we show
(s kbo t ∧ |o(s) ∗ r| = |o(t) ∗ r′|) ⇒ o(s) ∗ r ¿∗lex o(t) ∗ r′ (†)
for all r; r′ ∈N∗ by induction on dp(s) + dp(t). Let s; t; r; r′ ful4l the premise. If
((s)¿((t), then we have +(s)¿+(t), which by de4nition of o implies (†), and if
((s)= ((t), then the cases in which o(s) and o(t) diNer in the second or third compo-
nent can be handled in the same way. It remains to treat the case s= iafj(s1; : : : ; sn) and
t= iafj(t1; : : : ; tn) with (s1; : : : ; sn) lexkbo (t1; : : : ; tn). Let k be minimal such that sk kbo
tk . There are p;ps; pt ∈N∗ such that o(s)=p∗o(sk)∗ps and o(t)=p∗o(tk)∗pt . Putting
q :=ps ∗ r and q′ :=pt ∗ r′ we get |o(sk) ∗ q|= |o(tk) ∗ q′| since |o(s) ∗ r|= |o(t) ∗ r′|.
The induction hypothesis yields o(sk) ∗ q ¿∗lex o(tk) ∗ q′, and this implies (†).
It remains to show that o is an embedding. If s kbo t, then we either have
((s)¿((t), which was already treated above, or ((s)=((t), which implies |o(s)|=|o(t)|.
In this case (†) with r= r′= 〈〉 suPces.
In a similar but a little more involved way it is possible to embed kboT (") into
the 1kboT (1) from Lemma 8.
Theorem 10. Let " be a signature whose special symbol; provided it exists; is i. For
the KBO kbo based on " we have
otype( T (")kbo ) =


! if i∈";
! · card{((e) : e ∈ "(0)} if " = "(0) ∪ {i};
!! otherwise:
Proof. In absence of a special symbol the set of closed terms having the same weight
is 4nite. Since "(0) =" by convention, the set of possible weights is in4nite. According
to Lemma 6 it is ordered like N. This yields an order type of !. If "="(0) ∪{i},
then we get an order type of ! · n where n is the amount of diNerent weights of the
constants. In the remaining case, the order type is determined by Lemmas 8 and 9.
Even if we drop the restriction to closed terms we cannot reach order types beyond
!!. We can extend a KBO kbo on " to a KBO on 1 :="∪{e} where e is a new
constant with ((e) := ((x) and f e for all f∈". The mapping from T ("; V ) into
T (1) which simply replaces all variables in a term by e embeds kbo into 1kboT (1).
Combining this with Theorem 10 we get
otype(kbo) =
{
! · card{((u) : u ∈ "(0) ∪ V} if " = "(0) ∪ {i};
otype( T (")kbo ) otherwise:
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4. Complexity bounds
We 4rst present the best complexity bounds for TRSs terminating via KBO that are
known so far. Note that these results are concerned with the size complexity function
DcR whose relation to DlR is elucidated by (2).
Theorem 11. (1) There is a TRS R terminating via NKBO for which there is no
primitive recursive upper bound on DcR.
(2) If R is a TRS terminating via NKBO; then DcR is bounded by a 4-recursive
function.
Proof. The 4rst proof of (1) is from Hofbauer and Lautemann [9], a slightly improved
version of this is from Hofbauer [7, 5.9]. We can 4nd (2) in the proof of [7, 5.20].
Hofbauer closes [7] with the remark on Theorem 11 that “if 2 or 3-recursive upper
bounds (lower bounds resp.) exist is still an open problem”. We will establish (fairly
low) 2-recursive upper bounds on the (depth) complexity for TRSs terminating via
KBO.
4.1. The lower bound
Since we are interested in results on DlR, we have to adapt Theorem 11(1) to this
setting. We do this by slightly extending the TRS from [7].
Lemma 12. For any a∈N there is a TRS R terminating via NKBO such that we
have DlR(n)¿Ack(an; 0) for all n¿3.
Proof. We may suppose a¿2. The signature " consists of the constant e, the unary
i, the binary ◦ and the a-ary f. We de4ne the TRS R over " in two steps. The 4rst
three rules are the ones from [7]:
(1) i(x) ◦ (y ◦ z)→ x ◦ (i2(y) ◦ z);
(2) i(x) ◦ (y ◦ (z ◦ w))→ x ◦ (z ◦ (y ◦ w));
(3) i(x)→ x:
These are used for certain operations on (codes of) lists of natural numbers which are
de4ned by
[] := e and [k0; : : : ; kn] := ik0 (e) ◦ [k1; : : : ; kn]:
Note that a list of length n contains exactly n occurrences of the symbol ◦. For example,
rule (2) corresponds to
[ : : : ; k + 1; k ′; k ′′; : : :]→ [: : : ; k; k ′′; k ′; : : :]:
The list [m; 0; : : : ; 0] of length n¿1 is denoted by r(n; m). Provided that R is termi-
nating, the proof of [7, 5.9] shows
dlR(r(n+ 2; 2))¿Ack(n; 0): (‡)
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The remaining three rules of R are
(4) (x ◦ y) ◦ z→ x ◦ (y ◦ z);
(5) x ◦ (y ◦ z)→ i2(y) ◦ z;
(6) f(x1; : : : ; xa)→ r(a2 − a; 0) ◦ x1 ◦ · · · ◦ xa
with the missing parenthesis in rule (6) added in any legal way. With rule (4) we can
reduce terms over ◦ and e to lists of zeros, while (5) will be used once to reduce
r(n+ 1; 0) to r(n; 2). Via (6) the high arity of the symbol f allows for generating a
list of length larger than an out of a term of depth n.
R terminates via NKBO for special i, ((e) := 1, ((◦) := 0 and ((f) := a2, since for
rule (6) we may use (([k1; : : : ; kn])= n+ 1. Thus dlR is well de4ned, and (‡) holds.
We de4ne terms sn recursively by s1 := e and sn+1 :=f(sn; : : : ; sn). Obviously
dp(sn)= n holds, and an induction on n¿2 shows |sn|f¿an−2 + n − 2. Using (6)
as often as possible we arrive at sn
∗→ tn ∈T ({e; ◦}). Since each application of (6) in-
troduces a2 occurrences of ◦, for n¿2 we get |tn|◦= |sn|f · a2¿an+a2(n−2). Because
rule (4) only rearranges the symbols of a term, reducing all possible redexes of (4)
transforms tn into a list of zeros of length |tn|◦, i.e. tn ∗→ r(|tn|◦; 0). Applying (5) once
we arrive at r(|tn|◦ − 1; 2), hence dlR(sn)¿Ack(|tn|◦ − 3; 0) by (‡). Any n¿3 satis4es
|tn|◦ − 3¿an.
4.2. The upper bound
We are going to construct 2-recursive bounds for all TRSs terminating via KBO.
This construction is in the spirit of [19]. The letters A, D, and K will be used for
certain elements of N that are kept 4xed throughout most of this section.
Let " be a signature equipped with weight ( and precedence . Since, as mentioned
before, any KBO based on an extension of " or  extends the KBO based on " and
, we may assume i∈" holds and  is linear:
" = {f1; : : : ; fK ; i} and i  fK  · · ·  f1:
With + we denote the function accompanying ( according to Lemma 6, furthermore
we put A := 2 · (Ar(") + 1)¿4, and we 4x some D¿K;Ar(") + 2.
Suppose for the moment that we have a TRS R over " terminating via KBO. Our
aim is to construct an interpretation I for R. Although it is not possible to embed
kboT (") into ¿ on N (cf. Lemma 1 and Theorem 10), the uniformity of →R may
be susceptible to an approximation of such an embedding. The results of Section 3
suggest that a function that behaves like an embedding of the 4nite sequences of
lengths bounded by some m into the natural numbers should be of some value. For
these means the fast growing functions Fn from Section 2.2 come in handy.
Denition 13. For 06m¡D such that n− 2m¿0 we recursively de4ne
An(〈a1; : : : ; am〉; c) :=
{
c if m = 0;
Fa1·Dn (An−2(〈a2; : : : ; am〉; c)) otherwise:
We will use An(a; c) as an abbreviation of An(〈a〉; c).
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A list of all the properties of A we will need is given in the following lemma.
Lemma 14. For 0¡m¡D we have
(1) An(〈a1; : : : ; am〉; c)¿a1; : : : ; am; c if aj¿0 for some j.
(2) An(〈a1; : : : ; am〉; c) is monotone in c; each aj and; if c¿0; in n. For c=0 we have
weak monotonicity in n.
(3) If am¿0; then An(〈a1; : : : ; am〉; c)¿An(〈a1; : : : ; am−1〉; c); and otherwise we get
An(〈a1; : : : ; am〉; c)=An(〈a1; : : : ; am−1〉; c).
(4) An(b;An(〈a1; : : : ; am〉; c)) =An(〈b+ a1; a2; : : : ; am〉; c)
(5) If Al(b; c)¿a1; : : : ; am and b¿0; then Al+1(b; c)¿
∑m
k=1 ak .
(6) If j6m; Al(b; c)¿a1; : : : ; aj; b¿0; Al+1(b; c)¿c′; and n−2j¿l; thenAn+1(b; c)
¿An(〈a1; : : : ; aj〉; c′).
(7) If n′¿n; then An′(a+ 1;An(b; c))¿An′(a;An(b+ D; c)).
(8) An(〈a+ 1; b〉; c)¿An(〈a; b+ D〉; c)
(9) An(a+ b; c)¿An(〈a; b〉; c) for n¿4.
Proof. Points (1)–(3) are consequences of Lemma 2(1) and (2), while (4) is obvious.
Because of Lemma 2(6) and (5), D¿3 and D¿m we can show (5),
Al+1(b; c) ¿ FbD−1l+1 (c) ¿ F
bD+1
l (c) ¿Al(b; c) · D¿
m∑
k=1
ak :
An induction on the j6m such that n− 2j¿l yields (6): For j = 0 there is not much
to do, and for j¿0 we see
An+1(b; c) = Fn+1(FbD−1n+1 (c)) ¿ Fn+1(F
bD+1
n−1 (c))
¿ F
FbD+1l (c)
n (FbDn−1(c))¿F
FbDl (c)·D
n (FbDn−1(c))
= An(Al(b; c);An−1(b; c))¿An(a1;An−1(b; c))
¿An(a1;An−2(〈a2; : : : ; aj〉; c′)) =An(〈a1; : : : ; aj〉; c′);
where we used Lemma 2(6) and (5) and the induction hypothesis. Lemma 2(4) estab-
lishes (7), a special case of which is (8). Finally, (4) and (2) imply (9).
Denition 15. We de4ne I:T (")→N for s= iafj(s1; : : : ; sm) by
I(s) :=AA+(s)
(
〈a+ 1; j;I(s1); : : : ;I(sm−1)〉;
m∑
k=1
I(sk)
)
:
Note that I is well de4ned, since A+(s)¿A and A − 2(m + 1)¿0 by de4nition
of A. We mention without proof that there usually are s; t ∈T (") with I(s)¿I(t)
and I(f(: : : ; s; : : :))¡I(f(: : : ; t; : : :)). As we will soon see, this is only possible if
((s)¡((t).
Lemma 16. Let % be a substitution and s; t ∈T ("; V ). We put n := +(%s); and; for
u∈T ("; V ); S(u) :=∑x∈uI(%x).
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(1) I(%(ias))=AAn(a;I(%s)).
(2) I has the subterm property and satis;es I(%s)¿0.
(3) If I(%s)¿I(%t); ((%s)¿((%t) and f∈"(¿1); then
I(f(: : : ; %s; : : :)) ¿ I(f(: : : ; %t ; : : :)):
(4) I(%s)¿S(s).
(5) If s = fj(s1; : : : ; sm); then I(%s)¿AAn(〈1; j〉; S(s))¿AAn(〈1; 1〉; S(s)).
(6) AAn(dp(s) + 1; S(s))¿I(%s)¿AAn(〈1; 1〉; 0)
(7) If s = fj(s1; : : : ; sm) and dp(s)¡D; then
AAn(2; S(s)) ¿AAn(〈1; j + 1〉; S(s)) ¿ I(%s):
(8) If s = fj(s1; : : : ; sm); dp(s)¡D; 16l¡m and n′ :=An− 2(l+ 1),
then
An′(I(%sl) + 1; S(s)) ¿An′
(
〈I(%sl); : : : ;I(%sm−1)〉;
m∑
k=1
I(%sk)
)
:
Proof. Point (1) follows from Lemma 14(4) while (2) is an implication of Lemma 14(1)
and (3) is shown using (1) and Lemma 14(2). By induction on s we prove (4): This
is easy for s∈V and s= i(s′), and for s = fj(s1; : : : ; sm)
c :=
m∑
k=1
I(%sk)¿
m∑
k=1
S(sk)¿S(s)
holds by the induction hypothesis, which leads to
I(%s)¿AAn(〈1; j〉; c)¿AAn(〈1; j〉; S(s)) ¿ S(s)
via Lemma 14(3,2,1). We can utilise this to show (5) as well as the second half of
(6), since %s= iafj(: : :). The 4rst half of (6) deserves an induction on s: If s∈V , then
I(%s)= S(s), and for s= i(s′) we get the statement by virtue of (1), the induction
hypothesis, and S(s′)= S(s). It remains to treat the case s = fj(s1; : : : ; sm). Because fj
is not special, for 16k6m the induction hypothesis implies
AA(n−1)(dp(s); S(s))¿AA+(%sk )(dp(sk) + 1; S(sk)) ¿ I(%sk);
hence by Lemma 14(5) we get AA(n−1)+1(dp(s); S(s))¿
∑m
k=1I(%sk). We use this and
Lemma 14(6; 2; 8; 9) to get through the following calculation:
I(%s) = AAn
(
〈1; j〉;AAn−4
(
〈I(%s1); : : : ;I(%sm−1)〉;
m∑
k=1
I(%sk)
))
¡AAn(〈1; j〉;AAn−3(dp(s); S(s)))
6AAn(〈1; D + dp(s)− 1〉; S(s)) (?)
¡AAn(〈2; dp(s)− 1〉; S(s))
6AAn(dp(s) + 1; S(s)):
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To prove (7) we travel via (?) and get
I(%s)¡AAn(〈1; j〉;AAn−3(dp(s); S(s))) ¡AAn(〈1; j〉;AAn−3(D; S(s)))
¡AAn(〈1; j + 1〉; S(s))6AAn(〈1; D〉; S(s)) ¡AAn(2; S(s));
by Lemma 14(7,8), since dp(s); j + 16D. It remains to prove (8). Similar
to the proof of (6), for 16k6m we have AA(n−1)(dp(s); S(s))¿I(%sk) and
AA(n−1)+1(dp(s); S(s))¿
∑m
k=1I(%sk). Hence Lemma 14(6) implies
An′−1(dp(s); S(s)) ¿An′−2
(
〈I(%sl+1); : : : ;I(%sm−1)〉;
m∑
k=1
I(%sk)
)
:= b:
Relying on this and D¿dp(s),
An′(I(%sl) + 1; S(s)) ¿An′(I(%sl);An′−1(D; S(s))) ¿An′(I(%sl); b)
follows from Lemma 14(7).
Lemma 17. Let % be a substitution and s; t ∈T ("; V ) with dp(t)¡D. If s kbo t; then
I(%s)¿I(%t).
Proof. The proof is by induction on dp(s) + dp(t). Let n and S be de4ned as in
Lemma 16, and put n′ := +(%t). Since skbo t we have s =∈V , n¿n′ and, due to
Var(s)⊇Var(t), S(s)¿S(t). Let us 4rst treat the case n¿n′. Because of s =∈V we
get I(%s)¿AAn(1; S(s)) by Lemma 16(1,4,5) and
AAn(1; S(s))¿AAn−2(D; S(s))¿AAn′(D; S(t))
¿AAn′(dp(t) + 1; S(t)) ¿ I(%t);
follows with the help of Lemmas 14(8,2) and 16(6).
If n= n′, then we have s≡ ias′ and t≡ ibt′ with a¿b. First we take care of the case
a¿b. If s′ ∈V , then weight considerations imply t′ ∈V ∪"(0). For t′ ∈V we can infer
t′= s′, which yields I(%s)¿I(%t) since t is a proper subterm of s. If t′ ∈"(0), then
we get S(t)= 0, and Lemma 16(1,6,7) lead to
I(%s) ¿ AAn(〈a+ 1; 1〉; 0) ¿AAn(a+ 1; 0)¿AAn(b+ 2; S(t))
= AAn(b;AAn(2; S(t′))) ¿AAn(b;I(%t′)) = I(%t):
()
For s′=fj(s1; : : : ; sm) we get t′=fj′(t1; : : : ; tm′), since t′ ∈V is impossible. From ob-
servations very similar to the ones needed in () we infer
I(%s)¿AAn(〈a+ 1; 1〉; S(s)) ¿AAn(b+ 2; S(t)) ¿ I(%t):
The case a= b is next. Here we have, yet again, s′=fj(s1; : : : ; sm) and t′=fj′(t1; : : : ; tm′)
with j¿j′. In view of Lemma 16(1) it suPces to show I(%s′)¿I(%t′). If j¿j′, then
Lemma 16(5; 7) yield
I(%s′)¿AAn(〈1; j〉; S(s′))¿AAn(〈1; j′ + 1〉; S(t′)) ¿ I(%t′);
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while j= j′ implies m=m′ and (s1; : : : ; sm) lexkbo (t1; : : : ; tm). Let l be minimal such that
sl kbo tl. By induction hypothesis I(%sl)¿I(%tl) holds. If m= l, then Lemma 16(1)
easily gives I(%s′)¿I(%t′), and otherwise we have 16l¡m. We put n′′ :=An−2(l+
1) and get
An′′
(
〈I(%sl); : : : ;I(%sm−1)〉;
m∑
k=1
I(%sk)
)
¿An′′(I(%sl); S(s))
¿An′′(I(%tl) + 1; S(t)) ¿An′′
(
〈I(%tl); : : : ;I(%tm−1)〉;
m∑
k=1
I(%tk)
)
by Lemma 16(4; 8). This implies I(%s′)¿I(%t′).
Theorem 18. If R is a rewrite system terminating via KBO; then the complexity DlR
is a member of Ack(2O(n); 0).
Proof. We add D¿max{dp(r) : (l; r)∈R} to our former conditions on D. Lemma 17
shows that I normalises R, hence Lemma 16(3) implies I is an interpretation for
R. We 4x an a∈N satisfying Lemma 6. Due to Lemmas 3, 16(6), and 2(3) for all
s∈T (") (with n := dp(s)¿1) we get
dlR(s)6I(s) ¡AA+(s)(n+ 1; 0) = F
D(n+1)
A+(s) (0) ¡ FA+(s)+1(D(n+ 1))
¡AckA+(s)+4(3D(n+ 1)) ¡ AckAan+4(3D(n+ 1)):
Because of A¿4 any b¿a; 2D ful4lls Abn + 4¿3D(n+ 1), and for m∈N
Ackm(m)6Ackm(Ackm+1(0)) = Ackm+1(1) = Ackm+2(0) (4)
holds. Putting everything together, for c :=Ab+ 6 we get
dlR(s) ¡ AckAbn+4(Abn + 4)6AckAbn+6(0)6Ackcn(0):
Lemma 12 shows this result is essentially optimal – even for NKBOs. In the same
manner we can treat termination via NKBO in order to get optimal bounds on the size
complexities occurring there.
Corollary 19. If R is a rewrite system terminating via NKBO; then the size com-
plexity DcR is a member of Ack(O(n); 0).
Proof. As we already remarked at the beginning of the proof of Lemma 6, in case of
an NKBO the weight ( is the + of this lemma. With B we denote the maximum of
{((g) : g∈"}. We get ((s)6B · |s| for all s∈T (") by (3), and (1) includes dp(s)6|s|.
These and the proof of Theorem 18 give
dlR(s) ¡ AckA((s)+4(3D(dp(s) + 1))6AckAB(|s|+1)(3D(|s|+ 1)):
By (4), any C¿AB; 3D satis4es dlR(s)6AckC · |s|+C+2(0).
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The optimality of this bound can be established as in the proof of Lemma 12.
5. Final remarks
The methods of this paper suPce to treat more sophisticated weights like the ones
presented in [5], provided that the weight function has the subterm property for all
symbols except the special one, and provided that the weight can be replaced by a
function into the natural numbers like the + in Lemma 6. Of course, such a + may be
located in a higher complexity class.
There is another concept of proving termination using a KBO: A TRS R terminates
via ground KBO if there is a KBO kbo such that s →R t implies s kbo t for all
closed terms s, t. Termination via KBO implies termination via ground KBO. The
latter concept is stronger than the former: Consider, over the signature " containing
the symbols e, f, and g of arity 0, 1, and 2, respectively, the TRS R consisting solely
of the rule
g(x; g(f(e); e))→ g(e; g(e; f2(e))):
Although R does not terminate via KBO (because x and e are incomparable and f must
be special), it does terminate via ground KBO by making f special and choosing legal
weights for e and g. Only recently it was shown that termination via ground NKBO
is decidable, see [11]. A sharp complexity bound for termination via ground KBO
is unknown. The lower bound from Lemma 12 remains valid, and Hofbauer’s upper
bound from Theorem 11 is transferable to termination via ground NKBO. I conjecture
that upper bounds can always be found in Ack(2O(n); 0).
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